
The Lumenator is a new modular lamp system, specially 
designed for the harsh environment of a weapon-mount. 
Both the lamp head and the end cap can be configured to the 
exact needs of the mission. The Lumenator modular lamp is 
equipped with a proven shock resistant quick mount system 
for MIL-STD-1913/STANAG4694 rails and is fully waterproof 
to up to 30m in salt water.

All Rheinmetall laser light module lamp heads fit readily on 
this lamp, including the latest 700lumen lamp head with Total 
Internal Reflection (TIR) technology and the special technology 
heads like SWIR laser. Also available is the world-class com-
pact Dual Mode lamp head which can emit 650lumens white 
light or 500mW IR light – just with a twist of the mode selector.

Latest LED technology is installed and paired with intelligent 
drive electronics that monitors temperature and battery voltage 
so that safe and reliable operation is guaranteed even under 
severe tropic and arctic conditions. Also available are remote 
cables of various lengths, Y-cables to third-party laser modules 
and a dedicated Y-cable to the Rheinmetall Vario-Ray Low-
Profile Laser Module.

When connected to the LowProfile Laser Module, the Lume-
nator modular weapon lamp features extra functions such as  
double-click permanent on and dimming.

CHARACTERISTICS/FEATURES

 Choice of lamp heads ranging from 90 to 700lumens
 Dual lamp head (IR/white light) available
 Choice of special technology heads, such as Vis/IR/SWIR-

lasers
 Choice of 3 different end caps: push switch, cable connector, 

combined switch/cable connector
 Available in Coyote Tan
 Waterproof up to 30m
 Uses two CR123 batteries

REMOTE CABLES

 Single remote cables of various lengths on request
 Standard Y-cables to third-party laser modules on request
 Intelligent Y-cables to Rheinmetall LowProfile Laser Module

WEAPON MOUNTING

 Choice of several mounts to Picatinny 
 MIL-STD-1913/STANAG4694

LUMENATOR
Modular Weapon Lamp
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1)  Exemplary configuration: 650lumen with push button end cap and one-lever 
 Picatinny quick mount.
2)  Run Time according ANSI/NEMA FL 1-2009 Flashlight Basic Performance 
 Standard.

DEVICE DATA

General1)

Length 122mm

Diameter 26mm

Extension from rail 32mm

Weight (incl. batteries and rail mount) 126grams

Batteries 2x DL123

Run time2 1h

Waterproof 30m for 2h

Operating temperature –32°C to +71°C

White light lamp heads

Max. light output available 90/180/650/700lumens

Dual mode lamp head

White light output available 650lumens

IR power output available 500mW

IR wavelength 850nm

Special technology lamp heads

Max. power output available up to 80mW

Wavelengths available 520/635/850/1550nm

OPERATION

 Select suitable lamp head for your mission 
 (in-field exchangeable)

 Use push switch on end cap or remote cable to switch on
 Enhanced integration to the Rheinmetall Vario-Ray Low-

Profile with intelligent Y-cable
 Use one-lever quick detach mechanism to operate lamp 

separately from weapon

CONFIGURATION

 Contact Rheinmetall Soldier Electronics for the Lumenator 
configuration datasheet to select the right configuration of 
end cap, rail mount, lamp head and cable solution to suit  
your needs and your weapon exactly.


